Hanna Rötschke
MPI–NAT, Research Group Quantitative and Systems Biology

Shredding to Plan: In Vitro Experiments Shed Light on the Mechanism of Proteasome-Catalysed Peptide Splicing and Hydrolysis

Magdalena Karpinska
MPI–NAT, Lise Meitner Group Genome Organization and Regulation

Untangling the Threads: Investigation of the Relationship Between Genome Structure and Function

Liran Fu
MPI–NAT, Department of Cellular Logistics

Evolved Into a Transporter: How the HIV Capsid Delivers a (Viral) Genome Into the Nucleus

Wednesday, 29.05.2024, 11:00 am
Manfred Eigen Lecture Hall, Fassberg Campus

Host: Marieke Oudelaar